PrecisionScout
Explorer

PrecisionScout, the new benchmark for
inspection and surveying
Built to last
Every PrecisionScout is equipped with an abundance of
sensors and processing power. Not all of them are currently
used, meaning that there is still a lot of untapped potential.
Through over-the-air software
updates the PrecisionScout will
continuously be improved on
flight performance, information
workflow
and
navigation
algorithms. This means that the
system is future-proof and you
don’t have to miss out on any new
exciting features.

Fully modular
The fully modular design enables you to transform your PrecisionScout by changing the payload. It even
allows you to change the propeller arms thanks to the quick-lock system. Turn the PrecisionScout from an
X4 into an X8 in a matter of seconds. Or add a base station to enjoy the precision of RTK GPS.

Safe design
The PrecisionScout is designed from the ground up to be
the safest professional drone on the market. Features such
as protective rings around the propellers, a dual redundant
remote control link and a high level of protection against
environmental factors (wind and rain) will give you the edge
when working in demanding conditions.
The smart battery pack consists of replacable industry
standard cells, which are also found in electric cars. The power
system is monitored by a battery management system,
protecting it against short circuits and taking away the need
for a sophisticated charger. Next to that the heat managment
keeps the battery cool, increasing the lifespan of the cells.

Data delivery

High precision

Future proof

Safe design

Repeatable data capture
Visual / thermal overlays
Real-time image processing

RTK position accuracy
Orientation accuracy
5x IMU sensor

Over-the-air updates
X4 or X8 configuration
Additional payloads

3x redundant autopilot
2x redundant receiver
Smart battery pack
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Payload
Every available payload is fully integrated with the
PrecisionScout platform and works seamlessly together with
all the components in the systems. All data is geo-referenced
with survey grade accuracy, using the five IMU sensors to
measure the angle of the camera and the optional RTK GPS to
determine the exact location. Next to that, the stabilized 2-axis
gimbal provides the ability to not only look down for surveying
but also look up to inspect structures that can otherwise not
be captured.
The basic payload consists of a high resolution camera.
When the inspection package is chosen, a radiometric
640 x 512 p thermal camera is placed alongside the visual
camera. This payload gives you the ability to create overlays
and also perform thermal surveying. Every payload is equipped
with an Nvidia® Jetson™ TX1, giving it the necessary power to
perform real-time or complex image processing tasks onboard.
The technology in the payload, combined with the
PrecisionScout system makes sure that you are able to perform
repeatable, precise and reliable data capturing and ensures
that you can deliver quality reports, any time, every time.

Visual

Thermal

Hyperspectral

User interface
The multi-platform application Avular Nighthawk is the user
interface of the PrecisionScout system. It is used to configure
and update the drone, plan a mission and download the data
after the mission is done.
For inspection missions this means selecting emergency
procedures and setting up a geo-fence. When planning a
survey mission, the intuitive and easy to use software allows
you to plan the flight path. This can be either a basic grid
to perform traditional surveying or a more advanced grid,
optimized for 3D modelling. Missions can be prepared at the
office and loaded on-site. If the situation requires it, final
adjustments can be made on-site to ensure safe operation.
Finally the software will aid the pilot by presenting an
additional checklist before the drone is able to take-off.
In-flight, all relevant telemetry information is provided.

Specifications
Flight system		
Multicopter
Dimensions		
90 x 75 x 18 cm
Max. take-off weight 5.4 kg (X4) / 6.9 kg (X8)
Flight time		
25-30 minutes (X4) / 15-20 minutes (X8)
IP classification		
IP 65
Wind resistance
4 Bft (X4) / 6 bft (X8)
Materials		
Fire retardant ZYLON®, aluminium,
			carbon fiber
Flight modes		
Automatic, manual, altitude hold,
			position hold
Safety modes		
Return to home (preset & current height)
			and Land Now
GNSS			
Highly robust GNSS and antenna
			GPS (L1, L2)
			GLONASS (L1, L2)
			
BeiDou (B1, B2, B3)
Onboard sensors
5x three axis IMU
			Barometer
			Optical flow
			Ultrasonic

Autopilot		

Triple redundant autopilot

Power system		
Li-Mn, 25.9V, 12800 mAh, 280 Wh,
			automatic balanced charging,
			short circuit protection
Payload*		
Visual: 24 mp with zoom lens
			
Thermal: 640 x 512 p, radiometric
			
Storage device: 1 TB capacity SSD
			
Image processing: Nvidia® Jetson™ TX1
			
Object range sensor, ultrasonic, up to 7m
Connectivity		
Command and control link: 2.4 Ghz,
			frequency hopping,
			
range up to 750 m @ 100 mW
			Video: 5.8 Ghz
Interface		

Avular Nighthawk (Windows, Mac OS, Linux)

Package contents
PrecisionScout
1 x PrecisionScout chassis
4 x PrecisionScout propeller arms
1 x Intelligent battery pack
1 x Ground control station
2x Sony Xperia Z3 compact tablet
1x Router
1x Transmitter
1 x Dual intelligent battery pack charger
1 x User manual
1 x Spare propeller set
1 x USB cable
1 x Carrying case
1 x Manufacturer training

For information about industrial Avular systems,
contact your Avular sales representative.

Call +31 (0)40 304 15 86
or email info@avular.com
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